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ABSTRACT 
 Indian culture is one of the most antiquated societies of the 
world. The old societies of Egypt, Greece, Rome, and so on were 
obliterated with time and just their remainders are left. In any case, 
Indian culture is alive till today. Its essential standards are the 
equivalent, as were in the antiquated time. One can see town 
panchayats, rank frameworks and joint family framework. The lessons of 
Buddha, Mahavira, and Lord Krishna are alive till today likewise and are 
wellspring of motivation. The estimations of otherworldliness, imploring 
nature, confidence in karma and rebirth, peacefulness, truth, non-taking, 
Chastity, Non-Acquisitiveness, and so on move individuals of this 
country, today too. Material turn of events and materials go under human advancement while Art of Living, 
traditions, customs go under culture. Material advancement is conceivable as far as possible. This is the 
explanation, that the human advancements got decimated while Indian culture is available till today in light 
of the fact that the premise of improvement was otherworldliness and not realism. Subsequently, Indian 
culture can be called an antiquated culture, whose past is alive even in the present. The suggestive of the 
stone-age found in Pallavaram, Chingalpet, Vellore, Tinnivalli close to Madras, in the valley of stream Sohan, 
in Pindhighev region in West Punjab, in Rehand territory of Mirzapur in Uttar Pradesh, in Narmada Valley in 
Madhya Pradesh, in Hoshangabad and Maheshwar, clarify that India has been the place where there is 
advancement and development of human culture. Based on exhuming done in places like Harappa and 
Mohanjodaro and so forth we come to know the created development and culture of the pre-verifiable 
period, which was thrived around 3000 B.C. Accordingly, Indian culture is around 5000 years of age.  
 
KEYWORDS : Indian Culture , antiquated societies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Culture alludes to the examples of thought and conduct of individuals. It incorporates values, 
convictions, rules of lead, and examples of social, political and monetary association. These are given starting 
with one age then onto the next by formal just as casual cycles. Culture comprises of the manners by which 
we think and go about as individuals from a general public. Along these lines, all the accomplishments of 
gathering life are all things considered called culture. In famous speech, the material parts of culture, for 
example, logical and mechanical accomplishments are viewed as unmistakable from culture which is left 
with the non-material, higher accomplishments of gathering life (workmanship, music, writing, theory, 
religion and science). Culture is the result of such an association and communicates through language and 
craftsmanship, reasoning and religion. It additionally communicates through social propensities, customs, 
financial associations and political institutions.Indian culture is a priceless ownership of our general public. 
Indian culture is the most established of the apparent multitude of societies of the world. Inspite of 
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confronting many high points and low points Indian culture is shinning with all it's greatness and 
magnificence. Culture is the spirit of country. Based on culture, we can encounter the thriving of its over a 
wide span of time. Culture is assortment of estimations of human life, which sets up it explicitly and in a 
perfect world separate from different gatherings. 

Western social orders didn't generally observe the way of life of India well, as per Christina De Rossi, 
an anthropologist at Barnet and Southgate College in London. Early anthropologists once thought about 
culture as a transformative cycle, and "each part of human improvement was viewed as driven by 
development," she disclosed to Live Science. "In this view, social orders outside of Europe or North America, 
or social orders that didn't follow the European or Western lifestyle, were viewed as crude and socially 
mediocre. Basically this incorporated all the colonized nations and individuals, for example, African nations, 
India, and the Far East."  

 
LANGUAGE 

India has 28 states and seven regions, as per the World Health Organization. There is no official 
language in India, as per a Gujarat High Court administering in 2010, however Hindi is the official language of 
the administration. The Constitution of India formally perceives 23 authority dialects. Numerous individuals 
living in India write in Devanagari content. Truth be told, it is a misinterpretation that most of individuals in 
India communicate in Hindi. In spite of the fact that numerous individuals communicate in Hindi in India, 59 
percent of India occupants talk some different option from Hindi, as per The Times of India. Bengali, Telugu, 
Marathi, Tamil and Urdu are some different dialects spoken in the nation.  

 
RELIGION 

India is recognized as the origin of Hinduism and Buddhism, the third and fourth biggest religions. 
Around 84 percent of the populace distinguishes as Hindu, as indicated by the "Handbook of Research on 
Development and Religion," altered by Matthew Clarke (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2013). There are numerous 
varieties of Hinduism, and four transcendent orders — Shaiva, Vaishnava, Shakteya and Smarta. Around 13 
percent of Indians are Muslim, making it one of the biggest Islamic countries on the planet. Christians and 
Sikhs make up a little level of the populace, and there are considerably less Buddhists and Jains, as indicated 
by the "Handbook."  

 
FOOD 

At the point when the Moghul Empire attacked during the sixteenth century, they left a critical 
blemish on the Indian cooking, as per Texas A&M University. Indian food is likewise affected by numerous 
different nations. It is known for its huge combination of dishes and its liberal utilization of spices and 
flavors. Cooking styles differ from locale to area. Wheat, Basmati rice and heartbeats with chana (Bengal 
gram) are significant staples of the Indian eating routine. The food is rich with curries and flavors, including 
ginger, coriander, cardamom, turmeric, dried hot peppers, and cinnamon, among others. Chutneys — thick 
sauces and spreads produced using grouped leafy foods, for example, tamarind and tomatoes and mint, 
cilantro and different spices — are utilized liberally in Indian cooking Architecture and art 

The most notable case of Indian engineering is the Taj Mahal, worked by Mughal sovereign Shah 
Jahan to respect his third spouse, Mumtaz Mahal. It consolidates components from Islamic, Persian, 
Ottoman Turkish and Indian structural styles. India additionally has numerous old sanctuaries.  

India is notable for its entertainment world, which is frequently alluded to as Bollywood. The 
nation's film history started in 1896 when the Lumière siblings showed the craft of film in Mumbai, as 
indicated by the Golden Globes. Today, the movies are known for their detailed singing and moving.  

An investigation distributed in April 2016 in the Journal of Indian Ocean Archeology found that some 
Indian horns have numerous similitudes with horns made in Ireland. This exploration may recommend that 
the two nations may have traded thoughts and procedures in making instruments during the Bronze Age. "A 
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few horns are honestly amazingly comparative, to where it resembles seeing time travel," study creator Billy 
Ó Foghlú, a prehistorian and doctoral understudy at the Australian National University in Canberra, revealed 
to Live Science. "If I somehow happened to discover one of these cutting edge Indian instruments in an Irish 
archeological exhuming and I didn't have a clue what I was seeing, I would probably accept it was a Late 
Bronze Age Irish antique.  

 
CLOTHING 

Indian dress is firmly related to the bright silk saris worn by numerous individuals of the nation's 
ladies. A customary garment for men is the dhoti, an unstitched bit of fabric that is tied around the 
midsection and legs. Men additionally wear a kurta, a free shirt that is worn about knee-length. For 
uncommon events, men wear a sherwani or achkan, which is a long coat that with a neckline having no lapel. 
It is closed up to the neckline and down to the knees. A shorter form of a sherwani is known as a Nehru coat. 
It is named after Jawaharlal Nehru, India's leader from 1947 to 1964, however Nehru never wore a Nehru 
coat. He favored the achkan, as per Tehelka, an Indian paper. The Nehru coat was essentially showcased to 
Westerners. 

 
CUSTOMS AND CELEBRATIONS 

Diwali is the biggest and most significant occasion to India, as per National Geographic. It is a five-
day celebration known as the celebration of lights due to the lights lit during the festival to represent the 
inward light that shields them from profound dimness. Holi, the celebration of hues, likewise called the 
celebration of affection, is famous in the spring. The nation additionally observes Republic Day (Jan. 26), 
Independence Day (Aug. 15) and Mahatma Gandhi's birthday (Oct. 2).  
 
Here are 16 fascinating Indian Culture, Traditions and customs 
 Greetings 
 Religious Customs 
 Festivals of India 
 Family Structure & Marriage 
 Symbols  
 Cuisine & Food  
 Traditional Clothing  
 Dances of India 
 Epics & Mythology 
 Martial Arts  
 Languages 

 
OBJECTIVES 

 In this lesson, students investigate various facets of Indian culture. Throughout the chapter, 
emphasis will be on the concept and importance of Indian culture through various ages of India. After 
studying this lesson you will be able to:  understand the concept and meaning of culture; 
  establish the relationship between culture and civilization; 
  establish the link between culture and heritage; 
  discuss the role and impact of culture in human life. 
  describe the distinctive features of Indian culture; 
  identify the central points and uniqueness of Indian culture; 
  explain the points of diversity and underlying unity in it; and 
  trace the influence and significance of geographical features on Indian culture 
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CULTURE AND HERITAGE 
Social advancement is an authentic cycle. Our progenitors took in numerous things from their 

ancestors. With the progression of time they additionally added to it from their own understanding and 
surrendered those which they didn't think about valuable. We thus have taken in numerous things from our 
progenitors. As time goes we keep on including novel considerations, groundbreaking plans to those 
effectively existent and in some cases we surrender some which we don't think about valuable any more. 
This is the way culture is communicated and conveyed forward from age to people to come. The way of life 
we acquire from our forerunners is called our social legacy.  

 
IMPORTANCE OF CULTURE IN HUMAN LIFE 

 Culture is firmly connected with life. It's anything but an extra, a decoration that we as people can 
utilize. It isn't only a dash of shading. It is the thing that makes us human. Without culture, there would be 
no people. Culture is comprised of customs, convictions, lifestyle, from the most profound to the most 
material. It gives us meaning, a method of driving our lives. People are makers of culture and, 
simultaneously, culture is the thing that makes us human. A crucial component of culture is the issue of strict 
conviction and its representative articulation. We should esteem strict personality and know about current 
endeavors to gain ground regarding interfaith discourse, which is really an intercultural exchange. As the 
world is turning out to be increasingly worldwide and we coincide on a more worldwide level we can't simply 
believe there's just one right method of living or that any one is substantial. The requirement for 
concurrence makes the conjunction of societies and convictions important. So as to not commit such errors, 
the best thing we can do is become more acquainted with different societies, while likewise becoming 
acquainted with our own. By what means can we exchange with different societies, in the event that we 
don't generally have the foggiest idea what our own way of life is? The three endless and general 
estimations of Truth, Beauty and Goodness are firmly connected with culture. It is culture that carries us 
closer to truth through way of thinking and religion; it gets excellence our carries on with through the Arts 
and makes us stylish creatures; and it is culture that makes us moral creatures by carrying us closer to other 
people and showing us the estimations of adoration, resistance and harmony. 

Indian Culture during the Contemporary Period The social auxiliary alliance of the old style in the 
conventional Indian culture had been extensively connected with rulers, ministers, priests, munis, sadhus, 
researchers, society experts and different prosperous gatherings. During the middle age time frame the 
connection between the traditional and the people was not upset. In antiquated India the old style 
convention was connected not exclusively to Sanskrit yet there were likewise floods of the old style custom 
related with Pali and Tamil. Sanskrit was the conveyor of the Hindu old style convention and the Mahayana 
Buddhist custom and a portion of the Jain science conventions also. Pali was the vehicle of the Theravadi 
Buddhist convention and Tamil was the conveyor of the South Indian old style custom. During the cutting 
edge time frame, the connection between the old style spoke to by English and the vernacular people 
customs has separated. Customary balance has been influenced by various factors and cycles of 
modernization. With the effect of current social powers the connection between the old style and the 
society customs has been upset. In the metropolitan communities another working class has been 
developing and expecting the part of the carrier of the old style custom. The working class has a world view 
and viewpoint that is drastically not quite the same as the carriers of the society convention. They are 
generally the conveyors of Western social qualities, standards, thoughts, standpoint and organizations, and 
English has become their predominant language. From the beginning of time, the society and the ancestral 
conventions have remained generally unaffected by changes in political structures. The significance of old 
style customs has been changing now and again with changes in political force structure yet the people and 
the ancestral conventions have remained reliably energetic. The old style customs in customary India had 
consistently acknowledged the significance just as offered space to the people and the ancestral societies. 
The conveyors of current Western old style social custom, then again, have on events indicated less 
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resistance towards the society and the ancestral conventions. They normally brand the customary culture as 
crude, brutal and offbeat in contrast with the advanced culture. They attempt to modernize and westernize 
all the components and surges of Indian culture. The cycles of westernization, industrialisation, urbanization, 
globalization and democratization are impacting different parts of Indian culture today. These modernizing 
and secularizing powers, notwithstanding, have not yet cut off contemporary Indian culture from the 
conventional and social underlying foundations of Indian culture. The conventional social media keep on 
enduring today, yet in addition a few parts of it have additionally been consolidated in novel manners into a 
developing well known and, traditional culture. 

 
CULTURAL FACTORS  

The narrative of Indian culture is one of congruity, combination and advancement. Culture is a 
wellspring of solidarity just as assorted variety like religion. Amazing realms and domains, for example, the 
Mauryas and the Guptas didn't forcefully mediate in social and social issues; leaving a lot of decent variety 
unblemished. In spite of the fact that Islam was the politically predominant religion in enormous pieces of 
the nation for a few centuries it didn't retain Hinduism, or upset the Hindu social structure. Nor did 
Hinduism, which was demographically and in any case predominant try to wipe out the convictions and 
practices, normal for different religions. Different convictions and practices are sought after and kept up by 
Hindus, Muslims and Christians the same. Over the time Indian culture has come to be partitioned into 
incalculable clans, standings, sub-positions, factions, groups and networks every one of which try to keep up 
their own style of life and implicit rules. 

 
Significance of Geography on Indian Culture 

The old development in India experienced childhood in a forcefully delineated sub landmass limited 
on the north by the world's biggest mountain extend the chain of the Himalayas, which , with its 
augmentations to east and west, isolates India from the remainder of Asia and the world. The hindrance, be 
that as it may, was at no time an insuperable one, and at all periods the two pioneers and dealers have 
discovered their way over the high and forlorn goes into India., while Indians have conveyed their business 
and culture past her boondocks by a similar course. India's seclusion has never been finished, and the impact 
of the mountain divider in building up her one of a kind has regularly been over evaluated. The significance 
of the mountains to India isn't much in the detachment which they give her, as in the way that they are the 
wellspring of her two incredible streams. The cloud floating northwards and the westwards in the stormy 
seasons release the remainder of their dampness on the high pinnacles, whence, took care of by ever-
dissolving day off, streams stream southwards, to meet in the incredible waterway frameworks of the Indus 
and the Ganga. On their way they go through little and prolific level, for example, the valleys of the Kashmir 
and Nepal, to debouch on the incredible plain.  

Each culture is extraordinary. It has its customary qualities, religion, move, celebrations, music, and 
fabric. This theme includes bountiful number of data since it is practically boundless. Indian culture is one of 
the most seasoned. This nation consistently had a metropolitan human advancement. Surprising social 
decent variety all through entire nation makes one to be astounded. Might you be able to envision that the 
South, North, and Northeast of India have their own customs and culture. It is mind blowing thing to watch 
such huge assortment in culture inside one nation. Indian cooking, religion, and reasoning hugy affects the 
entire world. Despite the fact that this is short paper on Indian culture, an individual may discover something 
new and fascinating for him. Along these lines, keep perusing. India is perhaps the most established 
progress. One may discover this nation to be profoundly populated. India has a place with the most strictly 
assorted nations on the planet. This tremendous nation alongside social decent variety has geological 
attributes. Atmosphere in India is likewise very unique. Hardly any nation on the planet may contend in its 
social blend with India.  
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1.Religion in India. Four religions, for example, Hinduism, Sikhism, Jainism, and Buddhism were conceived in 
India. In this nation an individual may discovered individuals of various beliefs. Religion in India is a 
noteworthy aspect of its way of life. One might be confounded how individuals of various beliefs may live in 
harmony and agreement. The Constitution of India made it conceivable. Strict resilience in India was built up 
by custom and law. The Constitution pronounced the rule of opportunity of religion. This issue bolsters the 
opportunity of individual or network to trust in any instructing. Some state that Christianity in India as old as 
Christianity itself. This reality is striking. History affirms that Apostle Thomas established Christianity in the 
first century AD. As per the evaluation of 2011, there are 27.8 million supporters in India.  
2.Traditional Cultural Values. This subject is critical. On the off chance that an individual is composing any 
paper on Indian culture, he should make reference to this splendid custom. To conventional social qualities 
in India has a place one extraordinary worth not the same as others: contacting feet of older folks. More 
youthful individuals and youngsters show regard and honor to older folks. Exposition on honor totally 
uncovers honor topic. 

It is a typical motion to contact feet of seniors in India. The primary exercise in behavior that Indian 
youngsters are educated is contacting seniors' feet. By and by, one significant thing identified with this 
custom is that an individual whose feet one contacts must be prevalent in age or profoundly practiced. 
Namaste is the principal word an individual hears when venture up into India. This is customary Indian 
welcome. This component additionally has a place with customary social qualities. The welcome, Namaste, 
truly signifies "I bow to you."  
3.Family Structure. Customary Indian family is joint family. It implies that more than one age live in one 
house. To live under the one rooftop is a novel encounter for an individual. The granddad is the fundamental 
expert in family matters. In spite of the fact that this custom is old and makes family ties close, it separates. 
The vast majority in India go to family unit framework. Both family frameworks are indispensable for India. 
Joint family reminds individuals their customs while family unit encourages them to push ahead.  
4.Marriage in India. From ages in India won orchestrated marriage. It might sound unusual particularly for 
individuals from West nations. Today in India numerous youngsters have their relationships arranged by 
guardians. What is fascinating, the youthful don't dissent. Regardless of easily proven wrong sentiments 
agreeing this issue, there are numerous points of interest of such a marriage. Youngsters may make the most 
of their childhood and don't stress of connections that come over. Despite the fact that the convention of 
organized marriage is old, the development of time has just remedied it. Presently in India a young lady and 
a kid are asked whether they consent to wed or not.Since Indian culture has gone through immense 
changes, love marriage turns into another arrangement of marriage. The separation rate in India is low. One 
may explain fundamental highlights of separation issue in paper about separation.  
5.Wedding Rituals. Wedding in India is probably the most splendid celebration in the nation. All the 
components of service rely upon the inclinations of man of the hour and lady. In India an individual may 
mean around ten millions weddings every year. A large portion of them are Hindu weddings. In spite of the 
fact that the ceremonies may fluctuate, there are a few fundamental customs that stay unaltered: father 
blessings his little girl, holding hand close to the fire; the lucky man accepts the lady's hand as an indication 
of their association; lady and husband to be cause seven pledges after which they to turn out to be lawfully 
hitched. Isn't it lovely?  
6.Indian Cuisine. This nation is a superb spot for food. Its cooking is different no not as much as India. The 
method of cooking and taste of dishes make Indian food not the same as other. The manner in which one 
dish is cooked relies upon the district where it is made. Indian individuals typically include numerous flavors 
and spices, blend distinctive food, cook meat and vegan dishes. The primary components of Indian dishes are 
wheat, rice, and chana. Desserts are likewise mainstream. Curry is normal dish in India. 
7.Clothing. Indian garments style is distinctive in each area. Individuals wear conventional fabric just as 
present day. During merry events individuals put on customary garments. Hence, individuals spread the 
body of an infant kid with langotas and undergarments. Customary dress for ladies is sari, and dhorti for 
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men. Studs, bangles, and other gems are basic among ladies. Bindi is one of the customary components in 
ladies' make up which is worn on temples. In the event that you have never been to India, you may see it in 
Indian films. Red bindi in India customarily was worn by wedded ladies, and shaded bindi by single women. 
Presently the two styles are essential for ladies' design in India.  
8.Dance and Music. These two things are necessary pieces of each culture. People moves in the nation have 
various styles. Neighborhood conventions have molded their own concept of a move. Indian move is the 
outflow of internal excellence. Each signal discloses to some thought. A few people say that music in India 
exists from the earliest starting point of its way of life. Indian individuals normally use drums and cymbals for 
delivering music. Various types of music mirror the way of life of the country. Consistently in India one can 
go to various performances which talk about melodic culture. In the event that you are intersted in this 
subject, doubtlessly you might want to find out about melodic celebrations around the globe. Remember 
that you can without much of a stretch make a request on our site. Regardless of whether one needs to 
check his missteps or compose, for instance, article on Indian culture and legacy.  

 
CONCLUSION    

To finish up, there are various parts of the Indian culture. Every viewpoint is polished by individuals 
yet not every person puts stock in the various angles. As should be obvious it is a customary culture, 
everybody has their sentiment towards it, positive and negative. Subsequently the Indian Culture is 
exceptionally remarkable and has different practices. In spite of the fact that the adolescent don't have 
confidence in the customary angles, the way of life will change with time and won't be conventional any 
longer as a result of the advanced world. All things considered the perspectives are regularly polished yet the 
upcoming age is going to transform it. Indian culture is unfathomably unpredictable and looks like a 
confusion of incredible extents. Yet, underneath this appearing turmoil is a logical establishment that is a 
huge number of years old. The position framework in India, as it shows up today, looks superfluous, out of 
line, and inappropriate. For what reason would it be a good idea for us to separate between individuals 
dependent on calling or birth? However, this was not generally the situation. Sadhguru takes a gander at 
why the rank framework was set up in any case and investigates in the case of nullifying the standing 
framework would tackle any of the issues related with it these days. It has been a long-standing objection 
that Indian youth are profoundly affected by American and European societies. With India quick turning into 
a really worldwide condition as far as economy, food, and culture, what does it take to ensure our childhood 
remember the wealth of being Indian  
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